Development of a grating-based interferometer for six-degree-of-freedom displacement and angle measurements.
A grating-based interferometer for 6-DOF displacement and angle measurement is proposed in this study. The proposed interferometer is composed of three identical detection parts sharing the same light source. Each detection part utilizes three techniques: heterodyne, grating shearing, and Michelson interferometries. Displacement information in the three perpendicular directions (X, Y, Z) can be sensed simultaneously by each detection part. Furthermore, angle information (θX, θY, θZ) can be obtained by comparing the displacement measurement results between two corresponding detection parts. The feasibility and performance of the proposed grating-based interferometer are evaluated in displacement and angle measurement experiments. In comparison with the internal capacitance sensor built into the commercial piezo-stage, the measurement resolutions of the displacement and angle of our proposed interferometer are about 2 nm and 0.05 μrad.